Summerhill, Jewish & Black Race Relations and Leo Frank Bibliography

This listing provides essential reference and historical information and materials about Summerhill and surrounding area. Located in the downtown Atlanta area, its neighbors are the Atlanta zoo AND Grant park. Additional statistical information about the community’s Jewish demographic and population is included. The area’s first public school for blacks, E.P Johnson Elementary School, information and history is provided. A special highlight of the Leo Frank lynching is also included.

Resources include call numbers, for patrons to easily inquire and obtain resources. Auburn Avenue Research Library maintains non-circulating policies of its collection; however, patrons are able to utilize materials in-house. Suggested search terms and keywords are provided to further guide patron’s research amongst Auburn Avenue Research Library and the Atlanta-Fulton Public Library catalog and digital libraries. Electronic resources can be accessed with a library or student card. The below Boolean Operators (AND, OR, also NOT) are simple words used to maximize search results.
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Books:

Surrogate suburbs: black upward mobility and neighborhood change in Cleveland, 1900-1980  
Author: Michney, Todd M.  
Pub Date: 2017  
Auburn Avenue Research Library: 305.8 MICHNEY

The sky's the limit: People v. Newton : the real trial of the 20th century  
Author: Pearlman, Lise A.  
Pub Date: 2012  
Auburn Avenue Archives: 345.7302 PEARLMAN
Screening a lynching: the Leo Frank case on film and television
Author: Bernstein, Matthew                                  Pub Date: 2009
Auburn Avenue Archives: 791.4375 BERNSTEIN

Jumpin' Jim Crow: southern politics from Civil War to civil rights
Author: Dailey, Jane Elizabeth                              Pub Date: 2000
Auburn Avenue Archives: 975.04 JUMPIN

Black-Jewish relations on trial: Leo Frank and Jim Conley in the new South
Author: Melnick, Jeffrey Paul                               Pub Date: 2000
Auburn Avenue Archives: 364.15 MELNICK

Strangers & neighbors: relations between Blacks & Jews in the United States
Author: Adams, Maurianne                                    Pub Date: 1999
Auburn Avenue Archives: 305.8 STRANGERS

Summerhill community oral history interviews
Author: Summerhill Neighborhood Inc.                       Pub Date: 1997
Auburn Avenue Archives: 97-007

Lest we forget: Atlanta's disappearing black neighborhoods
Author: Clarke, Athlone G.                                  Pub Date: 1996
Auburn Avenue Research Library: 975.8 CLARKE

Civil aggression and urban disorders, Atlanta, Georgia, 1967
Author: Crawford, Fred Roberts                              Pub Date: 1967
Auburn Avenue Research Library: 343.5 DINNERSTEIN

Leo Frank Case
Author: Dinnerstein, Leonard                                Pub Date: 1966
Auburn Avenue Archives: 343.5 DINNERSTEIN

The lynching of Leo Frank
Author: Golden, Harry                                        Pub Date: 1966
Auburn Avenue Archives: 343. 523 GOLDEN
Electronic Materials and Mixed Medias:
Three Atlanta Neighborhoods: Summerhill, Washington Park, Vine City: This Is Summerhill
Author: Atlanta Daily World
ProQuest Access

Hands on Atlanta Service Summit Has Workshops, Volunteer Opportunities For Everyone This Weekend: Sunday, January 17, 1999 GEORGIA STATE UNIVERSITY
Author: Atlanta Daily World
ProQuest Access

Summerhill Celebrates At Implosion
Author: Atlanta Daily World
ProQuest Access

SUMMERHILL CELEBRATES INNER-CITY RENEWAL
Author: Atlanta Daily World
ProQuest Access

Summerhill Leader Issues Challenge For Betterment
Author: Atlanta Daily World
ProQuest Access

Gammon Theological Seminary Observing 100th Anniversary
Author: Atlanta Daily World
ProQuest Access

One of the first, one of the best: Career options increase for Clarks' undergrads
Author: Afro-American
ProQuest Access
First Black Public Schools
Author: Atlanta Daily World
ProQuest Access

Gammon Seminary Receives $45,000 Grant
Author: Atlanta Daily World
ProQuest Access

Summerhill Crime Reduced By Model Cities Crimefighters
Author: Atlanta Daily World
ProQuest Access
E. P. Johnson School Observed Black History  
Author: Atlanta Daily World  
ProQuest Access

City's "Good Neighbors" Awarded By Mayor Massell  
Author:  
ProQuest Access

Negroes Discuss Summerhill Problems  
Author:  
ProQuest Access

Charter Day Held At Atlanta Univ.  
Author:  
ProQuest Access

1 Killed, Scores Jailed In Atlanta; King Flies In: Leaders Resent SNCC 'Riots' 1 Dead, Scores Jailed Bombs And Bullets Scar Atlanta; King Flies In  
Author: New Journal and Guide  
ProQuest Access

Second Straight Week: Carmichael Jailed Again; Youth Shot By Policeman: Carmichael Jailed Again; Youth Shot By Policeman  
Author: New Journal and Guide  
ProQuest Access

Court Asked To Stop Trial Of Carmichael  
Author: New Journal and Guide  
ProQuest Access

Ware out of Jail on $5000 Bond  
Author: Afro-American  
ProQuest Access

Anti-SNCC Plot Blamed For Ga. Riot  
Author: The Chicago Defender  
ProQuest Access
Stokely Carmichael Wins Two Rounds, But Loses One: Three-judge court rules against Ga:

Three-judge court rules against Ga
Author: Afro American
ProQuest Access

Carmichael Freed, Denies Riot Charge
Author: Afro American
ProQuest Access

As Riot Spoiled Atlanta's 'Good Relations' Image
Author: New Journal and Guide
ProQuest Access

Mayor Asks For Peace in Atlanta
Author: The Chicago Defender
ProQuest Access

Good Neighbor' Unit Fights Atlanta's Black Power Fans
Author: The Chicago Defender
ProQuest Access

Anger, Hate Prevails In Troubled City
Author: The Chicago Defender
ProQuest Access

Cochrane Speaks To Summerhill Council Of Women
Author: Atlanta Daily World
ProQuest Access

Clark College Begins 90th Year Of Service Sept. 17
Author: Atlanta Daily World
ProQuest Access

ATLANTA UNIVERSITY TO CELEBRATE CHARTER DAY
Author: Atlanta Daily World
ProQuest Access

BROWN BOMBARDIERS, BLACK PANTHERS VIE FOR SEMI-PRO SUPREMACY THIS AFTERNOON: EXPECT SELLOUTT CROWD AT HARPER 'S STADIUM:
Expect Sellout Crowd At Harper 's Stadium
Author: Atlanta Daily World
ProQuest Access
Gammon To Begin 59th Year On South Atlanta Campus: Expect Larger Enrollment Of Future Pastors School Unaffected By Removal Of Clark College: Expect Larger Enrollment Of Future Pastors School Unaffected By Removal Of Clark College
Author: Atlanta Daily World
ProQuest Access

SCHOOLS POUR FORTH THOUSANDS OF YOUTH: MANY NEGROES GIVEN DIPLOMAS AS TERM ENDS --SOME GET HONORS AND AWARDS FOR STUDY AND EXTRACURRICULAR WORK: Many Negroes Given Diplomas as Term Ends -- Some Get Honors and Awards for Study and Extracurricular Work
Author: The New York Amsterdam News
ProQuest Access

AU OBSERVES SEVENTIETH BIRTHDAY: AIR PROGRAM TONIGHT TO DEPICT HISTORY OF NOTED SCHOOL OVER CBS WAVES: Air Program Tonight To Depict History Of Noted School OVER CBS WAVES
Author: Atlanta Daily World
ProQuest Access

GAMMON THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY TO CELEBRATE FIFTY-FIRST ANNIVERSARY SOON
Author: Atlanta Daily World
ProQuest Access
Suggested Search Terms and Keywords:
- Summerhill community AND Atlanta, Georgia
- Gammon Theological Seminary
- Jewish Community AND black community AND race relation AND Atlanta
- Jewish Community AND Atlanta AND before 21st century gentrification
- Jewish Community AND race relation AND Summerhill
- Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) AND Summerhill AND 1966 riots
- Clark College OR Lloyd Street Church
- Clarke’s Chapel AND Wood’s Chapel
- E.P Johnson Elementary School
- Frederick Ayer
- Leo Frank
- Leo Frank AND Summerhill
- Leo Frank AND Lynching AND Summerhill

How to Use Booleans:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AND</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>NOT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>puppy</td>
<td>kitten</td>
<td>puppy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kitten</td>
<td>puppy</td>
<td>kitten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both terms</td>
<td>Either term</td>
<td>Just one term</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Boolean Operators are simple words to maximize search results.
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Electronic Works Cited


https://search.proquest.com/docview/532480501?accountid=90021

https://search.proquest.com/docview/226175423?accountid=90021

https://search.proquest.com/docview/568936073?accountid=90021

https://search.proquest.com/docview/532197777?accountid=90021


https://search.proquest.com/docview/491792792?accountid=90021

https://search.proquest.com/docview/491437558?accountid=90021


